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 by la-fontaine   

IIMORI 

"Parisian Styled Japanese Restaurant"

An extension of their patisserie, the IIMORI restaurant is above the sweet

shop and serves fine Japanese cuisine and quality sushi. The Parisian

salon themed restaurant with its small and large tables, enveloped by

huge mirrors, fancy deep red wallpapers and hardwood floors has a charm

of its own. All the delicacies have organic ingredients and are made with

utmost care. If you have a sweet tooth, the dessert from the bakery

downstairs will take care of it. Whether it is a private event or a corporate

one, IIMORI surely delivers.

 +49 69 977 882 47  www.iimori.de/  patisserie@iimori.de  Braubachstraße 24,

Francoforte

 by Adam Jaime on Unsplash 

Seven Swans 

"Delicious Contemporary Fare"

This swanky riverside restaurant is known for their contemporary cuisine

that is fresh, organic and sublime. The Seven Swans is housed in a

charming 1838 building which is the narrowest in Frankfurt, the menu

changes weekly yet retains its deliciousness. While the beautifully themed

restaurant's staff will pamper you with their attentiveness, the food will

allure your palates with its balanced flavor and originality.

 +49 69 2199 6226  www.sevenswansmustdie.

com/

 service@sevenswans.de  Mainkai 4, Francoforte

 by R. Mac Wheeler on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Chicago Meatpackers 

"American Fiesta!"

Americana in Deutschland that is what Chicago Meatpackers, an

American themed diner is with its red and brown wooden decor and

American food. This 1948 Chicago stockyards inspired restaurant serves

excellent burgers, tender Argentinean beef, zesty BBQ ribs and delicious

fried chicken, all served in generous portions. Check out the cocktails with

jazzy names such as 'Beverly Hills'. If you want a taste of good American

food, then Chicago Meatpackers will definitely delight you.

 +49 69 23 1659  heptagon-greyhound-hwx

c.squarespace.com/frankfu

rt

 info@chicago-

meatpackers.de

 Untermainanlage 8,

Francoforte

 by wuestenigel   

Im Herzen Afrikas 

"African Rendezvous"

Im Herzen Afrikas will transport you to the spheres of Africa in their

wonderfully themed restaurant that has cozy tents, lighting that gives out

a red glow along with candlelight, African murals and eclectic African

music. You can choose to sit on pillows, in sand or on the cute African

stools while waiting for your culinary African journey to begin. The food is

prepared daily and is delightful to taste. Recommendations are highly

recommended and please carry cash since credit cards are not accepted
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here.

 +49 69 2424 6080  www.imherzenafrikas-

frankfurt.de/

 info@imherzenafrikas-

frankfurt.de

 Gutleutstraße 13,

Francoforte

 by Rosalind Chang on 

Unsplash   

Joe Pena's 

"Busy Mexican Cantina"

Decorated with Latino wall paintings and lit by candles, this busy Mexican

cantina near the university is popular with a young and trendy crowd. Joe

Pena's is often very busy, but the staff always manage to keep on top of

things. The portions are generous and the prices reasonable. A highlight is

the huge selection of tequilas, but make sure you come early, as happy

hour finishes at 8p.

 +49 69 707 5156  frankfurt.joepenas.de/  frankfurt@joepenas.com  Robert-Mayer-Straße 18,

Francoforte
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